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Abstract 

 
Language is an extremely tenacious skill. It does not need careful tending or special treatment 

but develops without much effort on the part of either the parent or the child. However, that is 

not the same as claiming that everyone learns language in exactly the same way; there is 

substantial individual variation. Some children learn language extremely fast, producing their 

first words before one year of age. In fact, some children speak before they can crawl. Others 

are much slower to develop: for these, walking comes first. Some children are adventurous at 

combining words, producing strings peppered with grammatical errors. Others seem more 

cautious, only combining words when they are absolutely sure they have the grammar right. 

In this lecture, we illustrate how the study of individual differences provides crucial insights 

into the language acquisition process; the role of genetics, the child’s environment and the 

role of the child’s own developing cognitive system. 
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